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The film is a mixed bag of another kind. On one hand, it provides a platform for actor Rajinikanth to play another role
of a brainless, narcissistic, overrated actor. On the other hand, the film in the hands of actor Rajinikanth is not so
bad at all. The plots of Hindi remakes do not get much credit, as they are often paltry on quality. This film is no
different. Based on the same novel as Veerappan, Thambi Kannan's directorial had everyone green with envy in

2013. But its a lot different. Here, Sivaji plays an average college student who is in love with a girl (Joy), and trying
to impress her. In the Hindi version, he is a troubled young man, who wants to go abroad to start afresh. She is the

most celebrated movie director in India. The man who gave us classics like Missamma, Muktha Vellaku and
Panchamukhi, has the remake-worry-bug to the core. He has a soft spot for Upcoming actress Hema Malini, and he

loves to use her for revamps. Being a man of rich imagination and capability, the devil finds ingenious ways to
betray mankind. He knows all human activities, weaknesses and failings. He is a real player. He knows that men

seek help from rich men like himself. He is the one to give them success in whatever field they are in. But there are
God-fearing people who do not give him the opportunity to help them. Due to that, he is forced to trick them. He is
the 'Devil', a character from the novel by James Hogg (1824-1889). The character of 'Devil' is a man who fights the

truth and lies and tricks everybody for his own benefit and makes others suffer. And on this, he gets a huge success.
Shah Rukh Khan and Priyadarsha, his director, made this interesting comedy. The movie's songs are very good. The
graphics and the acting have become good for this movie. The story is very interesting. The cast is also good. The

scenes are even better. This movie is a masterpiece of comedy. The actors are good. The story-line is more suitable
for all people (even the elderly people). The movie is a must watch. This movie has been directed byPriyadarsha.

The movie has been published byThe Times of India (Pics) Ltd. Movie title:Devil (2009; Hindi with English
subtitles;110 min)
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